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even though the game's so close to the books, it has many liberties. if you're a fan of the movie, you're probably going to be disappointed. i'm not kidding you. the game will have
you running around, looking for ways to take on the enemy. but the world that the game is set in is different than that of the books. there are no hobbits. there's no gollum, no
saruman. there's no "elf-lad" either. there's no elves. there's only orcs. it's a very tolkien-free world. i think this is a good thing, as it was important for the game to focus on the

fight. the actual gameplay itself is pretty simple. you can set up your units, move them around the map and fight. there are no pre-set tactics, you have to look around and think
about how to best use your army. you can also use create-a-hero in the editor to make your own units. your hero will always be automatically on the field, but he can be upgraded
with five different skills. these skills can be used to increase the effectiveness of your units and have a big impact on how they fight. you can also trade in your heroes (like gimli
and legolas) for upgraded ones and even get a new hero. it's a solid game, though. the gameplay is solid, the technology looks great (the best of the lot) and the units are a nice

little nod to the books. and the create-a-hero mechanic is a great way to really get into the game. i can see myself playing a lotr game for a long time. it's also a pretty solid
release. the game is full of interesting options and features, from a lot of new unlockables to a multiplayer option. there are also a number of bug fixes for a number of issues. what

was most notable though is that the multiplayer functionality is pretty much identical to the single-player; basically a few minor tweaks and some added features. there's also a
version of the game that includes both the single-player and multiplayer versions, plus an easy-to-use interface for downloading content. buy it, and you can have the full game and

the multiplayer with it.
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it's available for windows and for mac. there are a few bugs, but the multiplayer
options are what make this game special. seriously, if you're a lord of the rings fan,
you owe it to yourself to pick this game up; it's a great way to play the game that

originally sparked the passion for your favorite films. the multiplayer is pretty
balanced and well-designed. it offers four race types, four classes and 16 heroes to

play with. there's all sorts of things to unlock, and the interface is easy to use. i'm not
sure there's a single mmo that can rival it. the multiplayer is also the only version of
the game that supports three simultaneous players, so if you can find three friends,

you can play online with them. there's plenty of content to unlock as well, though the
premium microtransactions are a bit more annoying. these unlock a variety of extra
content, including hero skins, alternate characters and unique units. there are also

some interesting maps and scenarios, and these are earned by completing the
multiplayer and earning the same content by playing the single-player. the interface is

a little clunky, and it may have a bit of a learning curve. but it's not so bad that it's
irritating. if you're a lord of the rings fan, there's a lot to like here. the multiplayer is
very cool, and it's a great way to play a rts on the level of warcraft. while it's well-

made, and even though you should definitely pick it up if you're a lord of the rings fan,
it doesn't offer quite the quality of rts games like warcraft iii. that's the price you pay
for a licensed game. still, if you're a fan of middle earth and the lord of the rings, it's a

pretty good game to check out. 5ec8ef588b
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